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FADE IN:  

EXT. WAYNESBORO GEORGIA – DAY  

Establishing shot Noon SUPERIMPOSE 

“1979 WAYNESBORO GEORGIA” 

Waynesboro is the typical southern town. One street leads 
in, the same leads out. Type of place you don’t stumble 
upon but a birthright.  

Old men and women sit on screened porches. Young men smoke 
never-ending cigarettes and drink from paper bag fountains 
in front of the local gas station.   

Tires SCREECH. A school bus stops -- youthful exuberance 
spills into the streets. The BUS DRIVER closes the door, 
looks ahead. A KID is standing in front of the bus. 

He blows the horn, kid doesn’t move. He steps off the bus, 
gets within arms length of the kid, HONK the horn sounds. 

The driver turns and sees another KID sitting behind the 
wheel. The kid puts the bus in gear, the wrong one. The bus 
jerks backwards. The driver gives chase.  

Several KIDS run beside the driver taunting him. One even 
runs backwards flaunting his athleticism. 

Three boys cross the street after the bus passes. Two of 
them, CHARLES (18) and BAYBAY (17) dressed in slacks. 

SLICK, (18) is dressed in a pair of denim jeans, and a 
sleeveless jacket. Daring to be different no doubt. 

Charles and Baybay are carrying books. Slick a stack of 
albums in one hand, and a hat in the other. He’s tall and 
handsome -- walks with the strut of a man twice his age.  

Slick retrieves two schoolbooks from a bush. 

SLICK 
  (gives Baybay books) 
Make yourself useful.  

BAYBAY  
Damn Slick what I look like... 
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CHARLES  
Hell if you gotta ask... 

Slick ceremoniously places his hat on his head. He primps 
himself, leans down and buffs his black Chuck Taylors. 
Charles and Baybay look on--  

BAYBAY/CHARLES 
  (hi-five one another) 
Awwwwwwww Shit!!!! 

Baybay leads the pack up the block.  The further they walk, 
the larger their group grows. They approach a building with 
a sign above the door that simply reads, “THE SHOP”.  

Al Green’s “Love and Happiness” flows into the streets from 
inside the building. Baybay turns, faces the crowd --
mumbles a chant, Charles joins in. 

The crowd takes note, gathers around. Kids pour from 
inside. 

CROWD 
  (clapping, stomping)
Awwwwwwww Shit! Go Slick Go Slick!
Awwwwwwww Shit! Go Slick Go Slick!

The crowd forms a circle -- Slick remains carefully hidden 
behind them. He closes his eyes, channels their energy. 

A current of electricity flows through the air. Captivated 
onlookers join the crowd. A LITTLE BOY stomps along from a 
near by porch. 

Slick bobs his head to the rhythm of the chant. He spins 
around twice, a third time--

He leaps over Charles’ shoulders and lands in the middle of 
the circle. He opens his mouth, and words rain out-- 

SLICK 
(rapping) 

Listen all you suckers.  
To what I’m ‘bout to say. 
Down here in the Boro...  
We really don’t play.  

(MORE) 
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SLICK (CONT’D) 
We straight hipping and hopping. 
We be popping and locking.  
When I, roll through the city.  
All them jaws be dropping. 
We go hard...    

CROWD  
Awwwwwww Shit! Go Slick Go Slick! 
Awwwwwww Shit! Go Slick Go Slick! 

SLICK  
We go hard! 

Slick’s mind is the radio -- his mouth, the speaker 
transmitting the sounds. It might not be music but it’s 
something.  

He performs, flares his arms about. Hi-fives the fellas, 
and makes eyes at the ladies.  

LORETTA (17) pushes to the front of the crowd. She is 
plain, common even. A needle in the haystack but Slick 
spots her in the crowd.  

Their gaze interrupted by CLARENCE (60’s). Clarence pushes 
through the crowd, approaches Slick, broom in hand. He’s 
dressed in 1950’s fashions.   

CLARENCE  
All right. Here come the sand man.  
  (extends broom) 
I hope you enjoyed that. ‘Cause 
that’s as close as you gone get to 
the Apollo with that Hippity 
Tippity stuff.  
  (crowd boos) 
Go on and boo! Boo yourself right 
from in front of my store. How 
‘bout that? Aint none of yall 
bought nothing no way.  

SLICK  
   (takes broom) 
Come on now Clarence.  
           (MORE) 
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SLICK (CONT’D) 
I’m just giving the peoples what 
they want. That’s what you keep me 
‘round for, right?  

CLARENCE  
Boy what you talking ‘bout?   

SLICK  
To keep it fresh...  

CLARENCE  
Fresh? I don’t smell nothing.  

Slick pulls the broom to his mouth like a microphone. 
Clarence shakes his head in disgust.  

CLARENCE (CONT’D) 
Oh that what you was doing? Now in 
my day, we was show stopping and 
doo whopping. That was fresh.  
   (shuffles his feet, sings) 
Well it’s three o’clock in the 
morning. And baby I just can’t 
treat you right. Well I hate to 
leave you lady. Don’t mean maybe.  
Because I love so...Good night 
sweetheart well it’s time to go...  

He holds the last note and gyrates, best his old hips will 
allow. The crowd looks on in awe.  

CLARENCE (CONT’D) 
That’s what I’m talking about. 
Magic. BOOM! Now days you kids 
just making noise.  

The kids laugh. An OLD SPECTATOR shakes his head from 
across the street, walks on.  

CHARLES  
Goddamn. Old Clarence sound like 
one of the original Temptations.  

BAYBAY  
No. He use to sang with um...Moses 
and the Miracles... 

Clarence mumbles to himself, walks back inside.  
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A GROUP of girls huddle around Slick and vie for his 
attention. Loretta’s loud mouth sister SANDRA (20’s) 
interrupts the little gathering.  

SANDRA  
   (to Slick) 
Excuse me.  

Sandra turns, Loretta steps forward sheepishly.  

SANDRA (CONT’D) 
   (to Slick) 
You not all that neither, out here 
looking like a fake ass Lionel 
Richie.  

SANDRA  
   (to Loretta) 
There he go, tell ‘um.  

CLARENCE  (O.S.) 
Less talking and ‘mo sweeping.  

SLICK  
Check you later ‘aight.  

Loretta looks at Sandra, back to Slick. He has already 
walked away.  

SLICK  
   (back, to Loretta) 
10 o’clock, tonight. You know 
where.  

INT. THE SHOP – NIGHT  

An old vending machine is on one wall--two arcade games 
align another. Records are filed away in pocket-styled 
shelves in the center of the room. 

Clarence zips a moneybag, places it beneath his arm.  

CLARENCE  
Hey young blood.  

Slick is wearing headphones, can’t hear anything. Clarence 
walks over--  
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CLARENCE (CONT’D) 
  (tugs at his headphones) 
Don’t stay too long. I’m gone 
pretend like I think you going to 
school in the morning...instead of 
stashing books out in that bush.  

SLICK  
I won’t.  

CLARENCE  
What go to school? Figured that 
much...  
  (walks towards exit, stops) 
You know I was only jiving earlier 
‘bout the Apollo. (Beat) I think 
you got something special.  
  (bops head mimicking Slick) 
Yeah. You got IT all right. The 
question is what you gone do with 
it?  

SLICK  
What I’m gone do with it?  

CLARENCE  
You the only one can answer that.  
  (opens door) 
Not my place to tell you to leave. 
But I damn ‘sho don’t suggest you 
stay.  

Clarence exits. Slick sits in contemplation.  

Moments later a KNOCK on the door breaks Slick’s trance.  

SLICK  
We closed.  

CHARLES  (O.S.) 
  (chuckles) 
We closed. He trying to sound all 
serious and shit.  

SLICK  
Come back on the first when you 
got some money.  
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CHARLES  
Don’t ‘gotta wait ‘til the first. 
Yo momma up on Liberty Street 
getting me my money tonight! 

SLICK  
     (opens door) 
You got momma jokes? Don’t let me 
get on Brenda--old bucktooth Mr. 
Ed looking ass.   

Charles stops smiling, Baybay laughs.  

SLICK  
You know how they make Mr. Ed talk 
don’t you?  

Charles brushes past Slick. Baybay follows.  

SLICK  
   (closes door) 
They use to shove a carrot up Mr. 
Ed ass to make him move his lips.  

Baybay leans on Charles, laughs in his hear.  

CHARLES  
   (shoves Baybay) 
Get out of here with that 
bullshit. Ain’t nobody stick no 
carrot up Mr. Ed’s ass.  

SLICK  
If somebody shoved a carrot up 
your ass--would you move your 
lips? Figured that’s how your pops 
get old Brenda bucking.  

CHARLES  
You a real funny dude.  

BAYBAY  
That’s cold. You know his pops 
don’t live with them no more.  

Charles stops walking.  
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SLICK  
Smart man. Hell I wouldn’t saddle 
that bitch bareback with your 
dick. 

Charles turns and squares off with Slick.  

BAYBAY  
   (steps between them) 
Come on Charles. Now you know I 
wouldn’t let him use my dick to 
fuck your moms...without a jimmy.  

Charles laughs--they all laugh.  

BAYBAY  
You ready to go? 

SLICK  
In a minute, got this cut I want 
‘yall to hear before we split.   

Slick produces the album “Rapper’s Delight” by the Sugar 
Hill Gang. Baybay and Charles marvel at its unique design.  

Slick unplugs the headphones. Music fills the room--they 
sway from side to side, clap along. Slick mutes the vocals 
and freestyles over the beat.  

BAYBAY  
That’s what I’m talking about.  
S-L-I-C-K baby! You can get at 
them cats, funk ‘um up.    

SLICK  
Maybe. But aint nobody pressing no 
records ‘round here. Either you in 
California or New York or you aint 
nowhere.  

CHARLES 
Mo’Town out in Detroit.   

BAYBAY  
I’ll put you on my back and carry 
you if I got to--Man you could be 
a big star like Sammy Davis.  
            (MORE) 
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BABYBAY (CONT’D) 
  (parades around)  
Get you one of them houses with a 
tub outside like in JET Magazine.  

CHARLES  
   (mocking) 
Yeah. Slick you might be the first 
cat from ‘round here to make it.  

Slick glares at Charles, he stops smiling.  

BAYBAY  
You can eat “skrimps” and fruit 
cocktail and shit. Even get you a 
white girl.  

Baybay raises his hands for them to hi-five, they don’t. 
They turn and look at each other--think it over.  

SLICK/CHARLES  
Hell yeah! Becky baby! You have 
gots to get Becky!  

SLICK  
  (folds arms) 
Clarence said I should think about 
leaving.  

BAYBAY  
Hell I wish I had something that 
could get me out of here. My 
future already planned for me. 
Graduate in two months... 

CHARLES  
If you lucky... 

BAYBAY  
Start working at the plant in the 
fall. Retire in 35 years. Go and 
sit on the porch like the rest of 
these fools and wait to wake up 
dead one morning.  

The room falls silent.  
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CHARLES  
Forgot ‘bout being old enough to 
get in the LEGION. Buying a brand 
new used car, and marrying a girl 
that was fine in high school.  

SLICK  
If that aint living what is?  

Slick gathers his things. Turns the light off.  

FADE OUT: 

INT. RED’S HOUSE/LIVING ROOM – NIGHT  

RED (35) is having one of her infamous jam sessions. A 
small record player in the corner struggles to yield 
another decibel of John Lee Hooker’s “Boom Boom”.  

The house is decorated in second hand furnishings. No two 
pieces match. Family portraits align the walls.    

Red is two drinks past drunk. Her unbuttoned housecoat open 
-- her unmentionables on full display. She dances a step, 
staggers another.  

Slick’s sisters WANITA (12) and CINDY (9) are sitting on 
the sofa, enjoying the show.  

Red sees Slick standing in the doorway.  

RED  
Oh Lawd you ‘don caught me in my 
nakedness.  
  (attempts to close robe, can’t) 
Come on dance with your momma boy.  

Slick turns the stereo down, stares at the girls.  

SLICK  
Good night.  

Wanita stands, escorts herself to bed. Cindy remains 
seated. Slick picks her up, escorts her to bed.  

LIVING ROOM – CONTINUOUS  

Slick reenters, Red has turned the music back up.  
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SLICK  
What I tell you ‘bout ‘yo late 
night block parties? Don’t nobody 
‘wanna hear that.  

RED  
  (singing) 
Boom. Boom. Boom. Boom. 

SLICK  
Momma.  

RED  
Momma. Momma. Momma. Momma.  

Slick smirks. Red leads him in a reluctant dance. They sway 
back and forth--A peaceful moment passes.  

RED  
That’s what I’m talking ‘bout. Now 
do that dance for your momma.  
  (she steps back) 
Awwww Shit! My little Slick!  

Red slides across the floor, hits her leg on the table.  

SLICK  
  (helps her up)   
Damn it momma.  

RED  
  (drunken tears)   
Look how you talk to me. May as 
well told me to suck your little 
dick.  

SLICK  
My dick not little.  

RED (CONT’D) 
Say dick again, damn it!    

Unmoved by her antics Slick leaves and returns with a glass 
of water. Red throws the drink back.  

RED (CONT’D)  
We out of gin?  
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Light pours into the room. JOHNNY SENIOR (40) pulls into 
the driveway. They both look out the window.  

Slick turns and walks towards the bedroom. Red attempts to 
compose herself-- 

Senior enters, reeking of sawdust and sin. He closes the 
door behind him. He is a mountain of a man.  

RED  
How was your day? (Beat) 
Guess you putting in extra over 
time. Since you sliding ‘yo ass in 
here six damn hours after you got 
off.  

KID’S ROOM – CONTINUOUS  

Two beds are packed into the small room. Wanita and Cindy 
are in one -- Slick sits on the other. All eyes, trained on 
the light spilling beneath the closed door.  

LIVING ROOM – CONTINUOUS  

Senior walks into the kitchen. The stove opens in the next 
room, SLAMS shut. The refrigerator door SLAMS shut.  

Senior stalks back into the room -- stands in front of Red.  

RED  
Oh you looking for supper? That 
bitch sucked your dick but didn’t 
feed you?  

KID’S ROOM – CONTINUOUS  

Wanita and Cindy have climbed into Slick’s bed.  

LIVING ROOM – CONTINUOUS  

Senior glares at Red, shakes his head, walks away.  

Red lunges at his turned back. He turns, slaps her 
violently. Doesn’t bother to watch her body fall.  

BEDROOM – CONTINUOUS  

Slick is standing behind the door listening. He looks over 
at his sisters -- they are both terrified.  
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Slick sits, reaches beneath the mattress. He retrieves a 
tattered notebook.  

SLICK  (V.O.) 
  (writes) 
Alone in a room where thoughts run 
rampant and insanity sings me a 
lullaby. Visine immune eyes cry. 
Wondering why instead of living my 
soul prepares to die. My feet 
planted firmly on the ground 
though ambition tells me I can 
fly-- 

TIME CUT: 

Slick looks over at the clock. It reads, “9:30”.  

EXT. TRAIN TRACKS/LORETTA’S HOUSE – NIGHT  

Slick waits and waits. He walks over to the edge of the 
tracks -- sees a flashlight approaching in the distance.  

Loretta joins him shortly. They flee up the tracks 
together.   

EXT. TRUSSEL – NIGHT  

Slick and Loretta walk down an incline. The tracks are 
suspended above their heads, and out across a lake.  

Loretta sits on a boulder. Slick picks up a hand full of 
rocks. After two practice throws, he manages to skip one 
across to the other side.  

LORETTA  
That what you got me out here for? 
To watch you skip rocks?  

SLICK  
  (looks at her, turns back) 
I been doing some thinking. 

LORETTA  
You, been thinking? Didn’t know 
you was able.  
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SLICK  
Oh so I’m dumb, ‘cause I stayed 
back? Maybe I just wanted to hang 
around another year, with you and 
get my romantic on.  

LORETTA  
Really?  

SLICK  
It’s possible.  

LORETTA 
We just met this year.    
    (smiles) 
Old Slick. Always good for a 
laugh.  

SLICK  
That all I’m good for?  
   (does a few pelvic thrust) 
Oh, now you know I does it right! 

Loretta’s smile fades.  

Slick throws another rock, listens. The silence is broken 
by the sound of the rock breaking the surface in the 
distance.  

LORETTA  
I... 

SLICK  
  (takes a deep breath) 
All this air out here and I can’t 
breathe...  

LORETTA  
You can’t breathe?  

SLICK  
  (waves his hands in air)  
The thought of ending up like my 
folks, takes all the air out of 
me. Try to breathe, can’t.  

LORETTA 
You tried some Vick’s?  
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SLICK  
Old Clarence said I should leave. 
Well he didn’t tell me to stay. 
What he said was... 

LORETTA  
Leave? And do what?   

SLICK  
Go to New York. Try to do my music 
‘thang up there. If I stay here, 
I’ll end up like him. Selling 
records instead of making ‘um.  

LORETTA  
What’s wrong with that?  

SLICK  
What’s right about it? (Beat) What 
if I could wake up tomorrow and 
not know what’s ‘gon happen before 
I got out the bed? Who I was ‘gon 
see, what we was gone do.  

LORETTA  
Might be folks in New York wishing 
they was... 

SLICK  
In Waynesboro?  

LORETTA  
Maybe. (Beat) Least we got US? 
What’s wrong with us?  

SLICK  
  (walks over)   
Nothing. Nothing wrong with us 
somewhere else neither.  

Slick walks back towards the water.  

LORETTA  
  (struggles) 
I’m sorry... 

SLICK  
You don’t wanna go?  
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LORETTA  
I...Don’t think. It would be best 
for US to leave right now.  

She places her hand on her stomach. Slick takes a step back 
stumbles, nearly loses his balance.  

SLICK  
Us?  

LORETTA  
  (afraid) 
Found out today. San took me.  

Slick closes his eyes, nods his head. He moves slowly at 
first -- then mixes as if his life depends on it.  

The music in his head reaches a fevered crescendo, stops. 
Slick tries to cope with the deafening silence.  

SLICK 
It’s gone.  

LORETTA  
What is?  

Slick looks down in his hand, there is one rock left. No 
skipping for this one. He drops it in the water--listens to 
the hollow PLOP it makes as it settles in its murky grave. 

DISSOLVE TO: 

FADE IN: 

INT. SAMPSON’S FACTORY – DAY  

SUPER IMPOSE: “1997 WAYNESBORO GEORGIA” 

A saw shreds a tree limb. DRONES outfitted in orange vest 
and safety goggles complete their designated tasks.  

A radio sitting on a nearby workstation BLARES.  

DJ  (O.S.) 
1979 was the year The Sugar Hill 
Gang exploded on the scene with 
“Rappers Delight”. The song that 
changed the game... 
            (MORE) 
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DJ (O.S.) 
You wanted it, we got it coming up 
next, and I promise it’s gone be 
funkier than your great grandma’s 
drawers. You are listening to 98.3 
The Beat and WE are pumping.  

A few bars into the song, a hand silences the radio.   

CHARLES  
What the hell? 

A much older Charles (30’s) eyes Slick’s hand on the radio. 
Slick no longer a boy, a grown man. His face hardened by 
struggle.     

CHARLES (CONT’D) 
Come on now that was the jam. 
‘Member the first time... 

SLICK  
We working or jogging down memory 
lane? Run the damn machine.  

Slick stares, Charles runs the machine.   

A bell SOUNDS, signaling the changing of shifts.  

MATCH CUT TO: 

INT. WAYNESBORO HIGH/CLASSROOM - DAY  

The bell SOUNDS -- KIDS dismiss themselves before the 
teacher can.  

JOHN (18) remains in his seat.  He bares a striking 
resemblance to Slick. He even has a huge pair of headphones 
wrapped around his neck.  

MS. ROACH (30’s) is sitting at her desk. She looks up, sees 
John. She walks towards him. ANGLE on notebook, he is 
writing something.   

She tugs at his notebook. John jumps, eyes up on the empty 
room. He tugs at the notebook. She tugs back.  

MS. ROACH  
Thank you...  
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John reluctantly lets go. She flips through the notebook.  

MS. ROACH  
      (perplexed) 
John, you don’t participate.   
You’re barely passing MY class and 
you’re a writer?  

JOHN  
No. 

MS. ROACH  
No?   

JOHN  
No ma’am?  

MS. ROACH  
   (confused) 
I’m not following.  

JOHN  
I’m not no writer...  

MS. ROACH  
   (reads) 
Whoever wrote this IS a writer and 
a passionate one at that. Why 
haven’t... 

JOHN 
   (picks book up) 
Never seen none of the stuff I 
write about in here. So I figure 
this writing and what I do aint.    

MS. ROACH  
There’s no definitive way to 
measure art. (Beat) No “certain” 
way to measure art.  

JOHN  
I know what it means.   

TIM COLEMAN (18) walks up and stands in the doorway. He is 
a father’s crowning achievement, and a mother’s nightmare.  
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COLEMAN  
    (peers inside) 
Now this just don’t look right...  

MS. ROACH  
Mr. Coleman shouldn’t you be 
stretching or hurdling something?  

COLEMAN  
    (entering room) 
That’s what you think ‘bout when 
you think ‘bout Coleman? Out there 
on the track in them little ass 
shorts, sweat glistening all over 
my body? Muscles pumping...  

MS. ROACH  
    (to John) 
We’ll finish this conversation 
tomorrow.  

COLEMAN  
What conversation?   

John walks towards the door. He and Coleman “half hug”.  

JOHN  
What up. What up.  

COLEMAN  
    (eyes Ms. Roach)  
Shit. You tell me.  

JOHN  
You stupid.  

COLEMAN  
Naw. Something don’t feel right. 
Let me smell your finger.  

John pulls Coleman into the hallway.  

HALLWAY – CONTINUOUS  

A couple of HOOCHIES are waiting for Coleman -- they flock 
to him like flies to shit. One of the girls in particular 
DEBRA, (18) is all over him.  

Coleman grabs her ass -- she loves it. 
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COLEMAN  
      (to John) 
Now that’s ass! She thicker than a 
Snicker.  

Coleman whispers in one of the girls’ ear. She turns her 
attention to John -- he not interested.  

COLEMAN (CONT’D) 
Damn cuz you making Coleman look 
bad.  
  (to girls) 
What up? I got that dick you down 
special popping off tonight. Two 
for one. Who want some?  

John puts his headphones on, walks ahead.  

INT. THE SHOP – DAY  

The shop has changed. MS PACMAN and ASTEROIDS have been 
replaced with MORTAL COMBAT. The overly vulgar sound of 
90’s Hip-Hop penetrates The Shop’s speakers.  

Clarence steps through a black curtain into the main room. 
His face has changed but his wardrobe hasn’t.  

CLARENCE  
Now I don’t mind that Hippity 
Tippty but all that dang gone 
‘cussing gone have to go.  
  (motions to DJ)  
Keep it clean. Put on that boy 
that wear them big britches.  

The DJ reaches in a crate, blows the dust off an LP--“You 
Can’t Touch This” fills the room. Everyone turns and looks 
at the DJ. He points to Clarence.  

CLARENCE (CONT’D) 
   (dancing) 
Oh yeah!!! That’s it. Can’t touch 
this. Super freakyyyyy yow!!!  

Winded, Clarence disappears back behind the curtains.  

John and Coleman enter. JEFFERS (20) greets them -- he is 
heavyset, and sports a gold tooth and unkempt braids.  
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JEFFERS  
There they go, damn double-mint 
twins. See one, you see the other.     

John nods acknowledging Jeffers, walks on.  

COLEMAN  
  (hugging Jeffers)  
What it is J? 

JEFFERS  
Same old shit just a different 
day.  
   (looks at book bag)  
See ya’ll boys been learning and 
shit. 

COLEMAN  
Oh yeah. Reading IS fundamental. 

JEFFERS  
   (grabs his crotch)  
Read these damn nuts in ‘yo mouth. 
Fuck that...that shit aint for me. 
I can’t even do it.  

COLEMAN  
Right. You like what a 20 year-old 
freshman right about now?    

JEFFERS  
That’s ‘aight ‘cause these hoes, 
they love me. They can’t get 
enough of this dick.  

COLEMAN  
Stop playing with that thing 
before you fuck around and hurt 
yourself.  

JEFFERS  
Fuck you then! Do something.  

Coleman opens his arms. Jeffers does the same. They bump 
chest, burst out laughing.  

FRONT COUNTER – CONTINUOUS  

John flips through a catalog, questions the DJ.  
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JOHN  
What about this one?  

DJ 
 (looking in catalog)  
Miles David?  

JOHN  
Davis. KIND of BLUE...  

DJ 
Let me ask Clarence. I don’t know 
nothing ‘bout that dude... 

John turns, and observes Coleman and Jeffers-- 

SHOP - CONTINUOUS  

COLEMAN  
...So I bust in her mouth right. 
She looks at me...stretching her 
eyes gagging and shit... 

JEFFERS  
Like you got nut on your chin. 

COLEMAN  
Exactly. I point to the 
wastebasket like spit it out 
bitch...  

COUNTER - CONTINUOUS  

DJ walks from behind the curtain.  

DJ 
We’ll have to order it. Be here in 
like two, three weeks?  

JOHN  
Cool. Good looking. 

DJ  
No problem.  

Clarence peers through the curtain -- sees John walking 
away.   
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SHOP – CONTINUOUS  

Coleman is combing his beard with a small comb. He pulls 
out a pocket-mirror, gazes at himself.  

JEFFERS  
Look at this pretty motherfucker 
right here.  

COLEMAN  
That’s right. Looking like a brand 
new penny, boy.  
   (sees John)  
You good? 

JOHN  
Yeah. We can bounce.  

EXT. THE SHOP – DAY  

John accidentally bumps into JERSEY (19), a boom box 
wielding up North cat. John turns -- Coleman is still 
talking to Jeffers.    

JERSEY  
Excuse you.  

John steps aside. Jersey brushes his box off, and moves on.  

EXT. GAS STATION – DAY  

Slick is filling up his truck.  

BAYBAY  (O.S.) 
What’s happening Jack? 

Baybay looks like he just walked off the set of THRILLER.  

BABYBAY (CONT’D)  
Just got off huh? Cool. How they 
treating you up at Sampson?  

SLICK  
    (annoyed)  
What you need Bay?  

BAYBAY  
You gone do me like that Slick? 
I’m just trying to rap a taste.  
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SLICK  
I’m in a rush. (Beat) 

BAYBAY  
Check it. Check me out.  
  (performs)  
Awwww Shit! Go Slick! Go Slick!  

SLICK  
Take care.  

Slick hugs him, slips money into his hand.  

BAYBAY 
Come on now. You aint have to do 
that. I... 

Slick climbs in the truck. Watches Baybay in the rearview 
as he drives away.   

EXT. THE SHOP – DAY  

Slick stops at the light in front of THE SHOP. He looks 
right, sees John and Coleman. Light changes he moves on.  

EXT. PECAN ORCHARD NEIGHBORHOOD – DAY  

John and Coleman walk the very route Slick once did.  

JOHN  
What the hell Jeffers do all day? 
Hang out at the shop?   

COLEMAN 
He get his ass up. Get dressed. 
Walk down to the bus stop, walk 
past that motherfucker and finds 
somewhere to lay up. You know how 
it go...  
   (turns to John)  
Oh my bad you don’t. Auntie keeps 
that ass on a tight leash.  

JOHN  
Oh you got jokes.  

COLEMAN  
Shit I wish my moms... 
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JOHN  
    (changing subject) 
What’s up with old girl?  

COLEMAN  
Who? 

JOHN  
With the fat ass!  

COLEMAN  
Coleman know a lot of girls with 
fat asses. Hell I’m like a fat 
ass-olo-gist.  

JOHN  
Candice sister. With the Snicker 
bar body and Butterfinger face.  

COLEMAN  
Debra, she good as fucked! Her 
girl too, seeing as you too good 
for the pussy... 

JOHN  
I aint say all that.  

COLEMAN  
Exactly. You aint say shit. You 
don’t get some ass soon I’m gone 
start worrying.  

John flips him off.  

COLEMAN (CONT’D) 
Don’t fuck me. You need to be 
fucking these hoes. Dicks for more 
than pissing, they for pleasure. 
And it would be my pleasure to 
take care of Candice for you. If 
you aint gone fuck her...  

JOHN  
There he go...the legend of Tim 
Coleman.  

COLEMAN  
You damn right, this dick 
legendary...You hit yet?  
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JOHN  
It is what it is.   

COLEMAN  
What the fuck does that mean?      
You aint seen no part of that ass.  

JOHN  
How you know? I could’a been 
checking out the pimples on the 
booty.  
  (they both laugh)  
For real though I’m gone get at 
her. Just gotta...  

COLEMAN  
Fuck that. This what you need to 
do, walk up behind her right?  
   (demonstrates)  
Put your hand around her waist 
like this.   

JOHN  
Get to the part where she turn 
around and slap my ass.   

COLEMAN  
Wait for her to turn around...  

Coleman leans back on his legs making himself “bowlegged”.  

JOHN  
  (throws his hands up)  
This motherfucker right here!  

COLEMAN  
Naw, see they like that shit. 
Being bowlegged is hot I’m telling 
you. Then you go like this.  
  (puppy dogface)  
This where she turn ‘round to see 
who it is right? BAM its Coleman! 
I mean it’s you. This what gone 
get her right here.    

Coleman licks his lips. John walks away.  
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JOHN  
Can’t nobody tell black folks 
nothing...that chic said you had 
lips like LL two years ago and you 
still on that shit.  

COLEMAN  
That’s right LL bitch. Coleman up 
there with LL. Fuck with it!  

JOHN  
Everybody can’t be Tim Coleman. 

COLEMAN  
Oh that’s right you be trying to 
romance them hoes. Go Billy D on 
‘um and shit.  

JOHN  
That’s right poetry Negro. Grown 
ass man shit.  

COLEMAN  
Grown ass man with the blue balls.  

TIME CUT:  

EXT. RED’S HOUSE 1997 – DAY  

John pushes Coleman in the back as they approach the house.  

JOHN  
Let me do me ‘aight.  

COLEMAN  
That’s the problem. YOU still 
doing YOU! 

JOHN  
Fuck you.  

An old truck backs out of the driveway. SENIOR (60’s) is 
behind the wheel. He’s aged well.  

JOHN  
Who that?  

Coleman ignores him, opens the mailbox, empty.  
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INT. RED’S HOUSE – DAY  

Pictures of John and Coleman have been added to the walls. 
A much older Red is glued to the television. Her long black 
locks, now pulled up into a silver bun.  

She tosses a cigarette butt in the ashtray, lights another.   

JOHN/COLEMAN 
Hey Grandma.  

She doesn’t respond--continues staring at the television. 
They walk to the back room, and close the door.  

COLEMAN’S ROOM – CONTINUOUS  

Trophies and plaques align the walls. There is stack of 
letters on the bed. Coleman sifts through the letters.   

COLEMAN  
  (tares into envelope)  
Oh yeah!  
  (reads allowed)  
Dear Mr. Timothy Lance Coleman.  

JOHN  
Lance?   

COLEMAN  
That shit sound sophisticated 
right? Mister, like on the Color 
Purple.  

John crashes on the bed.  

JOHN 
Who that Jerry Springer? In the 
case of little Tyrel Jones...you 
are not the father.   

COLEMAN  
Florida State want Coleman.  
 (shows letter)  
Gone be at the meet Friday!  

JOHN  
  (takes letter) 
That’s what’s up. Who we running?  
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COLEMAN  
Laney, and North Augusta.  

JOHN  
Oh ‘yo boy running then? That dude 
that got up in your ass... 

COLEMAN  
I slipped coming out the blocks 
and still ran his ass down. 
Don’t nobody get up in Coleman ass 
unless he wants them to.  
  (not what he meant to say) 
You know what I meant.  

JOHN  
Hey that’s your business what you 
do with your ass. I support you no 
matter what.  

COLEMAN  
Fuck you! Give me my letter and 
fuck you again!  

JOHN  
It’s the 90’s you know. Be who you 
are, be free. Do you kid.  

The telephone RINGS.  

COLEMAN  
You lucky this phone just saved 
your ass.  

JOHN  
There you go. Ass this. Ass that. 
Always about ass with you.  

Coleman looks at the caller ID, chuckles.  

COLEMAN  
That’s ma dukes looking for ‘yo 
ass.  
  (answers phone) 
Hello. Yes Ma’am he is. I’m 
looking right at him. Tell him 
what? He got 10 minutes...okay.  
           (MORE)  
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COLEMAN (CONT’D) 
  (hangs up) 
Auntie said you got 10 
motherfucking minutes, to get your 
black ass home, before she come 
through and blow up the spot.  
  (holds 10 fingers up, 9,8,7) 
You still here?  

John socks Coleman with a pillow.  

INT. 1022 GRUBB STREET/LIVING ROOM – DAY  

The house is immaculately kept. Everything is exactly where 
it should be. John enters, heads for the kitchen.  

KITCHEN – CONTINUOUS  

Loretta (30’s) is washing dishes, her back to door. She has 
aged some but very little.  

John grabs her around the waist, kisses her cheek.  

LORETTA  
Boy you scared me.  

JOHN  
You said come home.  

LORETTA  
What were you doing over there? Is 
your grandma home?  

JOHN  
Yeah she home. What you think we 
was doing?   

LORETTA  
Knowing your cousin Tim aint no 
telling. You better not be fooling 
‘round with none of them fast ass 
girls he got running behind him.  

JOHN  
Such language. How you know he got 
women chasing him anyway?  

Loretta lowers her gaze.  
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JOHN (CONT’D) 
Oh you know ‘bout them athlete 
groupies. What pops play again?  

LORETTA  
The field. He wasn’t no athlete. 
Could have been, didn’t like 
nobody telling him what to do.  

JOHN  
So he was a lame.  

LORETTA  
Lame? Wasn’t nothing lame ‘bout 
your daddy.  

LORETTA  
You don’t have to be a athlete to 
have women.  

JOHN  
If he didn’t play sports, he was a 
lame.   

LORETTA  
Well you best be lame then. Keep 
your head in them books and off 
them girls. I don’t ‘wanna hear 
nothing about you and nobody 
daughter. You hear me?  

Slick’s truck pulls into the driveway. Loretta stops mid 
sentence. John turns and walks towards his room.   

HALLWAY – CONTINUOUS  

John reaches for the doorknob to his room-- 

SLICK  (O.S.) 
Boy! Get your ass back here!  

BACK YARD – CONTINUOUS  

Slick is standing in front of the dog’s food bin. John 
walks up, stops several feet away.  

SLICK  
What the fuck is this shit?  
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John looks at the food bin, up at his father. Slick points 
to a few scattered pieces of kibble on the ground.  

JOHN  
What? 

Slick grabs John by his shirt, drags him to where the 
kibble is. Slick puts his hand on the back of John’s neck 
and forces his face to the ground.  

SLICK  
What about now?  

No response. John watches the dog circle around them.  

SLICK  
Boy. You gone make me break your 
goddamn neck.  

Slick shoves him again. This time John tenses up.  

SLICK  
When I say feed the dog. I mean 
put the food in the bin. Not on 
the ground. This is the bin.  
 (taps the bin, then the ground) 
This is the ground. Now where is 
the bin?    

John reluctantly points to the bin.    

SLICK  
Good. Now where is the ground? 

John hits the ground with his hand.  

SLICK (CONT’D) 
You got it now. You must be like a 
goddamn genius or something.  

Slick releases John. Turns toward the house -- sees Loretta 
looking out the kitchen window.  

John puts his headphones on, picks up the kibble. The dog 
attempts to help. It eats the kibble, licks John’s hand.  

KITCHEN – CONTINUOUS  

Slick enters. Loretta is putting away the last dish.  
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LORETTA  
   (eyes cast out window)  
Was all that necessary?  

Slick stares.   

LORETTA (CONT’D) 
Why don’t you just talk to the boy 
and not at him? Maybe he would... 

SLICK  
Since you so damn concerned. Take 
your ass out there and help him.  

She looks at him, then back out the window.  

INT. JOHN’S ROOM – LATER  

John closes the door. A huge stereo occupies a wall in the 
room, a map another.  

He turns the stereo on music fills the room. He grabs a 
pillow, tosses it on the floor. He plugs his headphones 
into the stereo -- lies down and closes his eyes.  

FADE TO BLACK: 

MALE VOICE (O.S.) 
Hey. Boy you deaf and dumb or just 
stupid?  

FADE IN: 

EXT. WAYNESBORO HIGH/BUS – DAY  

John is sitting on the next to last seat on the bus. He’s 
the only student left on the bus.     

BUS DRIVER  
  (stands, mumbles) 
Too damn early for this shit.   

THUD! A hand crashes against the window. John jumps -- sees 
Coleman standing on the other side of the window. John 
looks up -- the bus is empty.  

SCHOOL ENTRYWAY – CONTINUOUS  

Students are congregated on both sides of the hall.  




